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x1. Introduction

In this paper we give an overview on recent results concerning the L2-approxi-

mation power of so-called shift-invariant subspaces of L2(IR
d): We are go-

ing to consider only speci�c shift-invariant spaces, namely principal shift-

invariant (PSI) spaces S�, generated by the multi-integer translates of just

one single function � 2 L2(IR
d), and more generally �nitely generated shift-

invariant (FSI) spaces S� with a �nite set � = f�1; : : : ; �ng � L2(IR
d) of

generators. This leads to the following notion of approximation order: Let

P� : L2(IR
d)! S� be the L2-projector onto the shift invariant space, and let

P�;h be its scaled version, i.e., P�;h(f) := fP�(fh)g(
�

h
) with fh(x) := f(h �x),

for the scale parameter 0 < h 2 IR. Then S� is said to have L2-approximation

order 0 < m 2 IR for the subspace W � L2(IR
d) if

kf � P�;h(f)k2 = O(hm) as h! 0 ;

for any f 2 W . When W is the Sobolev space Wm
2 (IRd), this de�nition can

be replaced by the following condition on the unscaled operator

kf � P�(f)k2 � const. jf jm;2 for any f 2Wm
2 (IRd) ;

where jf j2m;2 := (2�)�d
R
IRd j�j2m jf^(�)j2 d� denotes the usual Sobolev semi-

norm of order m, referring to the Fourier transform f^ of f and to the Eu-

clidian norm j�j2 = �21 + � � �+ �2d in the frequency domain. It is this notion of

approximation order which we will be going to refer to.

One essential concern of this paper is to give a self-contained summary of

the subject, where the PSI-case and the FSI-case are developed independently.

This concept aims at simplifying the approach to the paper for readers being

only interested in the PSI case. At this time, this circle of readers is certainly

the bigger part in the community of people interested in the approximation

theoretically aspects of wavelets and other related multiresolution methods.

Further, we are able to point out the close connections and the basic ideas of

the generalization to the FSI case. The main results will be worked out in a

form which is perhaps not always most general, but hopefully highly readable,

and they can be understood without going back to the original literature.

The interested reader, however, will �nd remarks and extensions at the end

of each chapter, including explicit references to the original literature. The

bibliography of this survey paper is intended to be even more comprehensive;

however, we are aware of the fact of being selective, and we feel unable to

compile a list of all papers who have contributed to this �eld. While we are

going to deal with L2-projectors as approximation methods in this paper only,

the reference list gives also information on a bunch of papers treating other

linear approximation processes which are quasi-optimal, i.e., having the same

approximation power as the L2-projectors.

The paper is organized as follows. It consists of two subsequent chapters

where the �rst one deals with general shift-invariant spaces, and the second
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one gives more details for the case where the system of generators is re�nable.

Both chapters are of course inuenced by some basic material from the list of

references: Chapter 2 could not have been written this way without recourse

to the fundamental work of de Boor, DeVore and Ron, and Chapter 3 uses

Jia's important contributions frequently. We think, though, that here and

there we could add our own point of looking at the �eld, and we would like

to stress that at least the results for the FSI case in Chapter 3 are new.

Concerning the details of the paper a �rst orientation is provided by the

headings of the subsequent sections. We refrain from repeating this. Notions

and notations will be given during the text at adequate places. We should only

point to the fact that we always refer to usual multi-index notation: A multi-

index is a d-tuple � = (�1; : : : ; �d) with its components being nonnegative

integers. Further, j�j := �1 + � � � + �d; and �! := �1! � � ��d!: For two multi-

indices � = (�1; : : : ; �d) and � = (�1; : : : ; �d); we write � � � in case �j � �j

for j = 1; : : : ; d. In addition,

�
�

�

�
:=

�!

�!(�� v)!
for � � �; and D� is short

for the di�erential operator
@j�j

@x
�1
1 � � � @x�dd

.

x2. L2-projectors onto FSI spaces

2.1. Shift-invariant spaces.

A shift-invariant space S is a subspace of L2(IR
d) which is invariant under

multi-integer shifts,

s 2 S =) s(� � �) 2 S for all � 2 ZZd :

We shall deal with speci�c shift-invariant spaces spanned by the multi-integer

translates of given 'basis functions', or 'generators'. A principal shift-invariant

space (or PSI space) S� is determined through a single generator � 2 L2(IR
d)

as the closure (with respect to the topology of L2(IR
d)) of

S0� := span < �(� � �);� 2 ZZd > :

Similarly, given a set of �nitely many generators � = f�1; : : : ; �ng � L2(IR
d)

its associated �nitely generated shift-invariant space (or FSI space) S� is the

closure of

S0� :=

nX
i=1

S0�i :

Some preliminary notations follow. Given f; g 2 L2(IR
d), their scalar

product can be expressed as

(f jg) :=

Z
f(x) g(x) dx = (2�)�d (f^jg^) = (2�)�d

Z
C

[f^jg^](�) d�
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with

[f^jg^] :=
X
�2ZZd

f^(� + 2��)g^(�+ 2��) (2:1:1)

the 2�-periodization of f^g^, now often called the bracket product of f^ and

g^. Here, we have used Parseval's identity and the Fourier transform with

the following normalization,

f^(�) =

Z
f(x) e�ix�� dx ;

and x � � denotes the scalar product of the two vectors in IRd; also, unindexed

integrals are taken with respect to the full space IRd, and C stands for the

d-dimensional fundamental cube,

C := [��;+�]d :

It is not hard to see that [f^jg^] 2 L1(C), hence its Fourier coe�cients

can be expressed as

(2�)�d
Z
C

[f^jg^](�) e+i��� d� = (2�)�d (f^je�i���g^)

= (f jg(� � �)) =

Z
f(x) g(�(�� x)) dx

=: (f � g�)(�) ; � 2 ZZd ;

with g�(x) := g(�x) denoting the involution of g, and f � g� the convolution
of f and g� (which is a continuous function). This shows that the bracket

product has the Fourier series

[f^jg^] �
X
�2ZZd

(f � g�)(�) e�i��� ; (2:1:2)

and at the same time veri�es the useful fact that f is orthogonal to the PSI

space Sg if and only if [f^jg^] = 0 as an identity in L1(C). Specializing to

the case where f = g, F := f � f� is called the auto-correlation of f , and

[f^jf^] =
X
�2ZZd

jf^(�+ 2��)j2 �
X
�2ZZd

F (�) e�i��� : (2:1:3)

The following useful characterization of FSI spaces in the Fourier trans-

form domain holds true:

Lemma 2.1.4. For a �nite set of generators � = f�1; : : : ; �ng � L2(IR
d) and

f 2 L2(IR
d) the following are equivalent:

(i) f 2 S�.

(ii) There are 2�-periodic functions �1; : : : ; �n such that f^ =
Pn

i=1 �i �i
^.

With this characterization in hand the following is easy to see.

Lemma 2.1.5. A function f 2 L2(IR
d) is orthogonal to S�, with � =

f�1; : : : ; �ng � L2(IR
d), if and only if [f^j�i

^] = 0, i = 1; : : : ; n, a.e. on C.
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2.2. L2-projectors onto S�.

The L2-projector onto S� is the linear (continuous) operator P� : L2(IR
d)!

S� characterized by

f � P�(f) ? S� for any f 2 L2(IR
d): (2:2:1)

We give the representation of this projector according to Lemma 2.1.4, with

increasing generality.

2.2.2. The PSI case. We �rst assume that for the single generator �

the translates are orthonormal, i.e., (�j�(� � �)) = (� � ��)(�) = �0;� and,

equivalently,

[�^j�^] = 1 in L1(C):

In this case it is clear that

P�(f) =
X
�2ZZd

(f j�(� � �)) �(� � �);

whence P�(f)
^ = �f �

^ with �f =
P

�2ZZd(f j�(� � �)) e�i��� 2 L2(C) the

Fourier series of [f^j�^] 2 L1(C), and therefore

P�(f)
^ = �f �

^ with �f = [f^j�^]: (2:2:3)

Next, we deal with the case that the translates of � form a Riesz basis

for S�, i.e., for some constants 0 < A � B <1 we have

A
X
�2ZZd

jc�j
2 � k

X
�2ZZd

c��(� � �)k2 � B
X
�2ZZd

jc�j
2

for any `2(ZZ
d)-sequence c = (c�), where kfk := (f jf)1=2 denotes the usual

L2(IR
d)-norm. Letting � (�) =

P
�2ZZdc� e

�i���, it follows that

k
X
�2ZZd

c� �(� � �)k2 = (2�)�d (� �^j � �^) = (2�)�d
Z
C

j� (�)j2 [�^j�^](�) d�

and
P

�2ZZd jc�j
2 = (2�)�d

R
C
j� (�)j2 d�. Hence the Riesz basis property is

equivalent with

A � [�^j�^](�) � B a.e. in C:

By performing the orthogonalization process

(�?)
^

:= �^=
p
[�^j�^] (2:2:4)
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we see that �? 2 S�, hence S�? � S�. From the preceding orthonormal case,

f^ = P�?(f)
^ for f 2 S�, whence S�? = S�, and

P�(f)
^ = �f �

^ with �f =
[f^j�^]

[�^j�^]
: (2:2:5)

In the general PSI case we use the same formulas with the modi�cation that

(�?)^(�) := 0 =: �f (�) if [�^j�^](�) = 0: (2:2:6)

Again, �? 2 S� and S�? � S�. From

[f^ � P�(f)
^j�^] = 0 a.e. in C ; for any f 2 L2(IR

d) ;

we conclude that P� is indeed the orthogonal projector onto S�.

In order to give an error formula, we mention that

kf � P�(f)k
2 = kfk2 � kP�(f)k

2

by orthogonality. Therefore, using Parseval's identity we �nd

kf � P�(f)k
2 = (2�)�d

Z n
jf^(�)j2 �

��� [f^j�^](�)
[�^j�^](�)

���2j�^(�)j2od� ;

and from this we get

Theorem 2.2.7. Let P� denote the orthogonal projector onto the PSI space

S�. Then, for f 2 L2(IR
d) such that suppf^ � C, we have the error formula

kf � P�(f)k
2 = (2�)�d

Z
C

jf^(�)j2
n
1�

j�^(�)j2

[�^j�^](�)

o
d�:

Remark 2.2.8. As noticed before, in this theorem we have to put

��
^(�) :=

j�^(�)j2

[�^j�^](�)
:= 0 if [�^j�^](�) = 0:

This shows that 0 � ��
^(�) � 1, and

X
�2ZZd

��
^(� + 2��) = 1� �Z�(�);

with Z� the set of all � 2 IRd with [�^j�^](�) = 0, i.e.,

Z� = f� 2 IRd; �^(� + 2��) = 0 for all � 2 ZZdg:
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In case this Z� has measure 0, we see that �� has the fundamental interpo-

lation property

��(�) = �0;� for � 2 ZZd:

2.2.9. The FSI case. Here, we deal with the stable case only where the

translates of the system � = f�1; : : : ; �ng form a Riesz basis of S�, i.e.,

A

nX
i=1

X
�2ZZd

jc(i)� j
2 � k

nX
i=1

X
�2ZZd

c(i)� �i(� � �)k2 � B

nX
i=1

X
�2ZZd

jc(i)� j
2

(2:2:10)

for some constants 0 < A � B <1. It is opportune to introduce the Gramian

G� for the system � as

GT
� =

0
BB@
[�1

^; �1
^] [�1

^; �2
^] � � � [�1

^; �n
^]

[�2
^; �1

^] [�2
^; �2

^] � � � [�2
^; �n

^]
...

...
. . .

...

[�n
^; �1

^] [�n
^; �2

^] � � � [�n
^; �n

^]

1
CCA

=
X
�2ZZd

�^(�+ 2��)
�
�^(�+ 2��)

�H
;

(2:2:11)

here, we have used the vector notation

�^ := (�1
^ �2

^ � � � �n
^)T ;

and the superscripts T and H denote the transpose and the conjugate-trans-

pose, respectively. This Gramian is a 2�-periodic (hermitian) matrix function,

and it can be shown that the Riesz basis condition is equivalent to requiring

that the spectrum f�1(�); : : : ; �n(�)g of G
T
�(�) satis�es

A � min
i=1;:::;n

�i(�) � max
i=1;:::;n

�i(�) � B a.e. on C:

Without loss of generality we may therefore assume that

B � �1(�) � �2(�) � � � � � �n(�) � A ; (2:2:12)

and that the Gramian has the spectral decomposition

G�(�) =

nX
i=1

�i(�) ui(�) u
H
i (�) (2:2:13)

with U := (u1 u2 � � � un) a unitary, 2�-periodic matrix function.
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Theorem 2.2.14. The orthogonal projector P� : L2(IR
d) ! S� takes the

form

P�(f)
^ = (�^)T [f^j~�^]

with

~�^ =

0
B@

~�1
^

...
~�n
^

1
CA := (GT

�)
�1�^ and [f^j~�^] :=

0
B@
[f^j~�1

^]
...

[f^j~�n
^]

1
CA :

Proof: Assuming for the moment that P�(f)
^ 2 L2(IR

d) it is easy to see

that f � P�(f) is orthogonal to S�, for any f 2 L2(IR
d), viz.

[P�(f)
^j�^] =

X
�2ZZd

�^(�+ 2��) (�^(�+ 2��))T [f^j~�^]

= GT
� [f^j~�^] = [f^jGT

�
~�^] = [f^j�^] ;

hence [f^ � P�(f)
^j�^] is the zero vector a.e. on C, and the orthogonality

follows from Lemma 2.1.5.

In order to prove the made assumption, we use the equivalent represen-

tation

P�(f)
^ = (�?^)T [f^j�?^] with �?^ =

0
B@
�?1

^

...

�?n
^

1
CA := (GT

�)
�1=2�^ :

(2:2:15)

This is the adequate extension of the orthogonalization process (2.2.4). Using

the spectral decomposition of the Gramian it is not too hard to see that

�?i
^ 2 L2(IR

d), hence �?i
^ 2 S� by Lemma 2.1.4, i = 1; : : : ; n. But the

Gramian of �?^ is the identity matrix, whence the sum
Pn

i=1 S�?i
is an

orthogonal sum of PSI subspaces of S�. Since P� =
Pn

i=1 P�?i
, the proof is

�nished.

We remark that the proof yields the following corollary that by the orthogo-

nalization process (2.2.15) we have the orthogonal decomposition

S� =

nX
i=1

S�?
i

into PSI spaces. As an easy consequence of Theorem 2.2.14 we get the ana-

logue of Theorem 2.2.7 as follows:

Theorem 2.2.16. Let P� denote the orthogonal projector onto the stable

FSI space S�. Then, for f 2 L2(IR
d) such that suppf^ � C, we have the

error formula

kf � P�(f)k
2 = (2�)�d

Z
C

jf^(�)j2
n
1� (�^)T (�) G�1

� (�) �^(�)
o
d�:
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Remark 2.2.17. We may add the useful information that the function

A(�) := (�^)T (�) G�1
� (�) �^(�)

satis�es

0 �
1

B
(�^)T (�) �^(�) � A(�) =

nX
i=1

j(�?i )
^(�)j2 � 1 ;

where B is the Riesz constant in (2.1.12). Further

X
�2ZZd

A(� + 2��) =

nX
i=1

[(�?i )
^j(�?i )

^] = n ;

and we arrive at the following fundamental interpolation property that

��
^(�) :=

1

n
(�^)T (�) G�1

� (�) �^(�) =) ��(�) = �0;� ; � 2 ZZd:

2.3. Approximation power.

We �rst consider the PSI space generated by the famous sinc-function

�(x) :=

dY
i=1

sin�xi

�xi
and �^(�) = �C(�) =

�
1; if � 2 C,
0; otherwise.

(2:3:1)

Here, by (2.2.3), P�(f)
^ = f^�C , whence

kf � P�(f)k
2 = (2�)�d

Z
IRd

nC

jf^(�)j2 d� � (2�)�d
Z
j�j2m jf^(�)j2 d�

for any m 2 IR+, with j�j the Euclidian norm of � 2 IRd. This tells

Lemma 2.3.2. The PSI space generated by the sinc-function (2.3.1) has

approximation power m, for f 2Wm
2 (IRd), and any positive real m.

Next we prove the important fact that the approximation power of an

FSI space is already given by a PSI subspace S as follows:

Theorem 2.3.3. Let  denote the orthogonal projection of the sinc-function

onto the (stable) FSI space S�, i.e.,  = P�(sinc). Then the approximation

power of S and S� are the same.

Proof: From Theorem 2.2.14 and (2.2.3) we �nd that P� �Psinc = P �Psinc.

Writing

f � P (f) = f � P�(f) + P�(f) � P� � Psinc(f) + P � Psinc(f) � P (f)
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we see that (since P (f) 2 S�)

kf � P�(f)k � kf � P (f)k � kf � P�(f)k + 2kf � Psinc(f)k:

The theorem now follows from Lemma 2.3.2.

A function  2 S� having the property that S has the same approxima-

tion power as the larger space S�, is called a superfunction in the FSI space.

Finding a superfunction with speci�c properties is the general background

of so-called superfunction theory. One such property is  being compactly

supported whenever � is. This question will be addressed later.

Remark 2.3.4. By Theorem 2.2.14, the superfunction  of Theorem 2.3.3 is

given by

 ^ = (�^)T [�Cj~�
^];

hence satis�es

 ^ = (�^)T ~�^ = A(�) for � 2 C :

Also, since sinc�  is orthogonal to S , we have [�C �  ^j ^] = 0, whence

[ ^j ^](�) = [�C j 
^](�) =  ^(�) for � 2 C :

Theorem 2.3.5. For the (stable) FSI space S� the following are equivalent,

for given 0 < m 2 IR:

(i) S� has approximation power m, for f 2Wm
2 (IRd).

(ii) The function

� 7! j�j�2m
n
1� (�^)T (�) G�1

� (�) �^(�)
o

lies in L1(C).

(iii) For  := P�(sinc) we have that j�j
�2m

n
1�  ^(�)

o
2 L1(C).

Proof: With f = f1 + f2, where f1 = f^�C is the orthogonal projection of

f onto Ssinc, we have

kf � P�(f)k � kf1 � P�(f1)k+ kf2 � P�(f2)k � kf1 � P�(f1)k + kf2k:

Moreover, for f 2Wm
2 (IRd),

kf2k
2 = (2�)�d

Z
IRd

nC

jf^(�)j2 d� � jf j2m;2:

The theorem now follows from Theorem 2.2.16 and Remark 2.3.4.
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Remark 2.3.6. The second statement of this theorem is equivalent to the

order relation

1�A(�) := 1� (�^)T (�) G�1
� (�) �^(�) = O(j�j2m) as � ! 0 ;

see Remark 2.2.17. Also, statement (iii) of the theorem is equivalent to the

order relation

1�  ^(�) = O(j�j2m) as � ! 0 :

2.3.7. The (stable) compactly supported case. From now on let us

assume that S� is generated by compactly supported functions. In this case,

the bracket products [�i
^j�j

^], i; j = 1; : : : ; n, all have �nitely many Fourier

coe�cients (since the functions �i ��
�

j are compactly supported as well); i.e.,

we have identity in (2.1.2), and the entries of the Gramian are all trigonometric

polynomials.

In particular, if G�(0) is regular - and this is certainly true under the

Riesz basis condition assumed here - the function A is holomorphic in a neigh-

borhood of the origin. Hence the order relations in Remark 2.3.6, at least for

2m 2 IN, can be checked by looking at the power series expansion of 1�A(�)
at the origin.

2.3.8. The compactly supported PSI case. This case can be dealt with

without recourse to the assumption on stability. Here, the zero set of the

trigonometric polynomial [�^j�^] in C has (d-dimensional Lebesgue) measure

0, and �� de�ned in Remark 2.2.8 has the fundamental interpolation property,

indeed. Let us put


(�) := 1�
j�^(�)j2

[�^j�^](�)
=

X
06=�2ZZd

j�^(� + 2��)j2

[�^j�^](�)
: (2:3:9)

From Theorem 2.2.7 we can deduce

Theorem 2.3.10. Let � 2 L2(IR
d) be compactly supported, and 0 < m 2 IR.

Then, S� has approximation power m for f 2Wm
2 (IRd) if and only if


(�) = O(j�j2m) as � ! 0:

This order relation can be expressed in another equivalent way, viz. from

(2.3.9) we see that it is equivalent to requiring that

j�^(� + 2��)j2 = O(j�j2m[�^j�^](�)) as � ! 0; for all 0 6= � 2 ZZd:

(2:3:11)

A special case of this is
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Theorem 2.3.12. Let � 2 L2(IR
d) be compactly supported, and assume that

[�^j�^](0) 6= 0. Then, for m 2 IN the following are equivalent:

(i) S� has approximation power m, for f 2Wm
2 (IRd).

(ii) � satis�es the conditions

D��^(2��) = 0 for 0 6= � 2 ZZd and j�j < m :

2.3.13. Compactly supported superfunction. In case 2.3.7 it is inter-

esting to search after a compactly supported superfunction. With  as in

Theorem 2.3.3, according to Remark 2.3.4, we see that, on the fundamental

cube C,  coincides with A as given in Remark 2.2.17. Since the components

of �^ are entire functions, and since the coe�cient functions of the Gramian

G� are trigonometric polynomials, with the determinant non-vanishing due

to the Riesz basis property, we see that A (hence  ) is C1 in a neighborhood

of the origin. Also, the representation of  ^ 2 S� according to Lemma 2.1.4 is

determined in Remark 2.3.4 as  ^ = (~�^)H �^ �C = (�^)H (GT
�)

�1�^ �C ,

i.e.,

 ^ =

nX
i=1

�i �i
^ with �ijC = ~�i^jC ; i = 1; : : : ; n:

>From this we see that the 2�-periodic functions �i are C
1 as well in a

neighborhood of the origin (in fact everywhere, according to our strong as-

sumptions).

It is now the idea to mimic the behavior of  ^ at the origin by a function

~ ^ =

nX
i=1

~�i �i
^ (2:3:14)

with trigonometric polynomials ~�i in order to have ~ as a compactly sup-

ported function. This can be done, at least for m an integer, by forcing the

trigonometric polynomials to satisfy the interpolatory conditions

D��i(0) = D�~�i(0) for 0 � j�j < m and i = 1; : : : ; n:

Using Remarks 2.3.6 and 2.3.4 for  , we see that D� ~ ^(0) = D� ^(0) = �0�

and D� ~ ^(2��) = D� ^(2��) = 0 for 0 6= � 2 ZZd and j�j < m. Hence S ~ 

has approximation power m, for f 2 Wm
2 (IRd). We obtain

Theorem 2.3.15. Given the stable FSI space S� with compactly supported

generators �1; : : : ; �n, the following are equivalent for m 2 IN:

(i) S� has approximation power m, for f 2Wm
2 (IRd).

(ii) There exists a unique function ~ 2 S� that has the following properties:

a) ~ ^ is of the form (2.3.14), where

~�i 2 spanfe�i��� : � 2 ZZd+ ; j�j < mg:
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b) ~ ^(0) = 1 and D� ~ ^(0) = 0 for � 2 ZZd+ n f0g; j�j < m .

c) S ~ has approximation power m, for f 2 Wm
2 (IRd).

The superfunction ~ of this theorem is called the canonical superfunction, and

the vector v := (~�1; : : : ; ~�n) is sometimes referred to as the canonical �-vector

of order m.

2.4. Notes and extensions.

2.4.1. Shift-invariant spaces have a long tradition in Signal Processing, and

in Approximation Theory. As the most important and widely used examples

we mention as speci�c generators the famous sinc-function (giving rise to

expansions of band-limited signals in terms of the Whittaker cardinal series,

see [96]), and - as a counterpart to this - Schoenberg's cardinal B-splines

generating his cardinal B-spline series, [91]. More recently, shift-invariant

spaces have been studied quite thoroughly since they appear in Mallat's setup

of multiresolution analysis, see [27, Chapter 5]. Our chapter tries to give

an up-to-date discussion of the approximation powers provided by (scaled

versions of) such spaces. The main results are worked out in a form which is

perhaps not most general, but can be understood without essential recourse

to the original literature.

2.4.2. The chapter is very much inuenced by the fundamental work of

de Boor, DeVore and Ron on L2-approximation power of shift invariant spa-

ces, [6, 7, 8]. We did not try to include the general Lp-case, where we would

like to refer to Jia's survey [43] and the references therein. Much of the original

interest in approximation orders stems from understanding the approximation

power of box spline spaces, see the book [10, Chapter 3], and the discussion of

various notions of approximation orders (like controlled or local approximation

orders, see e.g. [11, 34, 52, 53, 71, 72]). Meanwhile, Ron and his coworkers

have shown an interesting connection of approximation orders of a PSI space

generated by a re�nable function to the convergence of the corresponding

subdivision scheme [89].

2.4.3. It is probably not useful to attribute the notion of bracket product to

any author; periodization techniques have been used for a long time in Fourier

analysis, a typical result being Poisson's summation formula which holds true

under various assumptions, and with varying interpretation of identities. How-

ever, [54] and [6] were the �rst to use this notion in a way leading, e.g., to

the useful characterization of orthogonality of PSI spaces, see [6, Lemma 2.8].

The same paper contains Lemma 2.1.4 for the PSI case, while the general case

is given in [7, Theorem 1.7]. A simple proof of the result is due to Jia [47,

Theorem 2.1], see also [43, Theorem 1.1].

2.4.4. The construction of the L2-projector in the stable PSI case is straight-

forward, and the orthogonalization process 2.2.4 has been used, e.g., in the

construction of orthonormal spline wavelets (with in�nite support, but ex-

ponentially decaying at in�nity) by Battle and Lemari�e [1, 69]. Much more
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involved is the general case where formula 2.2.5 and Theorem 2.2.7 (with the

agreement 2.2.6) is again due to [6, Theorems 2.9 and 2.20]. In the FSI case

the notion of the Gramian was �rst used by Goodman, Lee and Tang [31, 32];

they also were aware of the orthogonalization process 2.2.15 (see [32, Theo-

rem 3.3]). The representation of the L2-projector in Theorem 2.2.14 and the

error formula of Theorem 2.2.16 are again due to de Boor, DeVore and Ron

[7, Theorem 3.9].

2.4.5. Section 2.3 closely follows the ideas and methods in [8], with some

slight modi�cations and also easier arguments due to the fact that we involve

the assumption on stability. Concerning the more general (unstable) case, we

refer to the Remark stated in that paper after the proof of Theorem 2.2.

2.4.6. The compactly supported PSI case as dealt with in Theorem 2.3.12 is

well-understood for polynomial spline functions; �rst results in this direction

go back to the seminal papers [91] of Schoenberg in 1946. The condition

given in statement (ii) of the Theorem (together with �^(0) 6= 0) is nowadays

called the Strang-Fix conditions, due to their contribution in [92]. Assertions

(i), (ii) of Theorem 2.3.12 are also equivalent to the statement that algebraic

polynomials of degree � m � 1 can locally be exactly reproduced in S� [48,

Theorem 2.1].

2.4.7 In the univariate PSI case d = 1 the following assertion can be shown:

Let � 2 L2(IRd) be compactly supported. If S� has approximation power

m 2 IN, for f 2 Wm
2 (IRd), then there exists a compactly supported tempered

distribution � such that  = Nm � �, with Nm the cardinal B-spline of order

m. Moreover, if supp � [a; b], then � can be chosen in such a way that

supp� � [a; b �m]; see [84, Proposition 3.6]. A generalization of this idea to

the FSI case is treated in [79].

x3. Shift invariant spaces spanned by re�nable functions

3.1. Dilation matrices and re�nement equations.

Re�nable shift-invariant spaces are de�ned with recourse to a dilation matrix

M , i.e., a regular integer (d� d)-matrix satisfying

lim
n!1

M�n = 0 :

Equivalently, all eigenvalues of M have modulus greater than 1. Given such

a matrix, a shift-invariant subspace S of L2(IR
d) is called M-re�nable, if

s 2 S =) s(M�1�) 2 S :

In the literature, the dilation matrix is often taken as M = 2I (with I the

identity matrix), but we allow here the general case.
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A shift-invariant space S(�) � L2(IR
d) generated by � = f�1; : : : ; �ng �

L2(IR
d), is M-re�nable if and only if the function vector � := (�1; : : : ; �n)

T

satis�es a matrix re�nement equation

� =
X
�2ZZd

P��(M � ��) ; (3:1:1)

here the \coe�cients" P� are real or complex (n � n)-matrices, with n the

number of generators of the FSI space. The matrix-valued sequence P =

(P�)�2ZZd is usually called the re�nement mask. In case of a single generator,

(3.1.1) takes the scalar form

� =
X
�2ZZd

p� �(M � ��)

with the scalar-valued mask p = (p�)�2ZZd .

For simplicity, we shall only consider compactly supported function vec-

tors �, and we suppose that the re�nement mask P is �nitely supported on

ZZd. Then � � L1(IR
d) \ L2(IR

d), and in the Fourier transform domain the

re�nement equation reads

�^ = H(M�T �)�^(M�T �) (3:1:2)

with M�T := (MT )�1 and

H(�) :=
1

jdetM j

X
�2ZZd

P� e
�i��� ; � 2 IRd; (3:1:3)

the so-called re�nement mask symbol. This symbol H is an (n � n)-matrix

of trigonometric polynomials on IRd. Again, in the PSI case we get a scalar-

valued symbol which we denote by

H(�) :=
1

jdetM j

X
�2ZZd

p� e
�i��� ; � 2 IRd : (3:1:4)

The goal of this section is a characterization of the approximation power

of anM-re�nable shift-invariant space S� in terms of the re�nement mask P,

or of its symbol H, or of the associated subdivision and transfer operators.

Here, the structure of the sublattices MZZd and MTZZd of ZZd is important;

we have the partitioning

ZZd =
[
e2E

(e+MZZd) =
[
e02E0

(e0 +MTZZd) ; (3:1:5)

where E and E0 denote any set of representatives of the equivalence classes

ZZd=MZZd and ZZd=MTZZd, respectively. Both E and E0 contain � = jdetM j

representatives, and in a standard form we shall always take

E =M([0; 1[d) \ ZZd and E0 =MT ([0; 1[d) \ ZZd : (3:1:6)
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We also let

E0 := E n f0g and E0

0 := E0 n f0g: (3:1:7)

The following fact will be used in the sequel: Any 0 6= � 2 ZZd has a

unique representation

� = (MT )`(e0 +MT�) ; ` � 0; e0 2 E0

0; � 2 ZZd : (3:1:8)

This can be seen as follows. Since lim`!1(M�T )`� = 0, there is a unique

minimal integer ` � 0 such that � 2 (MT )`ZZd n (MT )`+1ZZd. Using the

partitioning (3.1.5), we �nd the required unique representation.

3.1.9. The PSI case. Here, re�nability already implies that S� has some

approximation power.

Theorem 3.1.10. Let � 2 L2(IR
d) be compactly supported andM-re�nable

with �nitely supported re�nement mask, and assume that �^(0) 6= 0. Then

� satis�es the Strang-Fix conditions of order one, whence S� has at least

approximation power one, for f 2W 1
2 (IR

d).

Proof: From the scalar re�nement equation

�^ = H(M�T �) �^(M�T �) (3:1:11)

we conclude that H(0) = 1, and due to the periodicity of H we have

�^(2�MT�) = �^(2��) ; � 2 ZZd :

>From this, �^(2��) = limk!1 �^(2�(MT )k�) = 0 for 0 6= � 2 ZZd, by an

application of the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma, and the assertion follows from

Theorem 2.3.12.

3.1.12. The FSI case. A generalization of this result refers to the re�nement

equation (3.1.2) at the origin. If �^(0) 6= 0, then �^(0) is a right eigenvector

of H(0), for the eigenvalue 1. Consider a left eigenvector v, say, for the same

eigenvalue, and put  ^ := v�^. Then  2 S�, and as in the proof before

 ^(2��) = 0 for 0 6= � 2 ZZd. In order to apply Theorem 2.3.12 again, we

just have to require that  ^(0) 6= 0. This gives

Theorem 3.1.13. Let � � L2(IR
d) be compactly supported andM-re�nable

with �nitely supported re�nement mask and corresponding mask symbol H.

Assume that �^(0) 6= 0, and that vH(0) = v for a row vector v satisfying

v�^(0) 6= 0. Then,  2 S� given by  ^ := v�^ satis�es the Strang-Fix con-

ditions of order one, whence S and, a fortiori, S� have at least approximation

power one, for f 2W 1
2 (IR

d).

3.1.14. The spectral condition on H(0). The additional assumptions

made in this theorem will appear later in a more general form, namely when

v = (~�1; : : : ; ~�n) is a row vector of trigonometric polynomials and

 ^ := v�^ : (3:1:15)
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Then  2 S� is compactly supported (whenever � is), and we point to 2.3.13

where we have constructed compactly supported superfunctions ~ in this way.

We say that v satis�es the spectral condition (of order 1) on H at the origin,

if

(i)  ^(0) = v(0)�^(0) 6= 0 and

(ii) v(0)H(0) = v(0).

For a stronger version of this condition, see Remark 3.2.11 below.

3.2. The zero condition on the mask symbol.

The Strang-Fix conditions can be expressed as a zero condition on the mask

symbol. This condition is su�cient for the PSI space S� having approximation

power. The condition is also necessary in the stable case, and even under a

weaker assumption than stability.

Theorem 3.2.1. Let � 2 L2(IR
d) be compactly supported and M-re�nable

with �nitely supported re�nement mask and the corresponding mask symbol

H, and assume that �^(0) 6= 0. For m 2 IN we have:

(i) The zero condition of order m on the mask symbol,

D�fH(M�T �)g(2�e0) = 0 for all e0 2 E0

0 and j�j < m; (3:2:2)

implies that S� has approximation power m, for f 2Wm
2 (IRd).

(ii) Conversely, if S� has approximation power m, then (3.2.2) holds true

subject that

[�^j�^](2�M�T e0) 6= 0 for any e0 2 E0

0 : (3:2:3)

Proof: First let m = 1. In (3.1.11) we substitute � = 2�� with

� = e0 +MT� ; e0 2 E0; � 2 ZZd; (e0; �) 6= (0; 0) ;

to give

�^(2��) = H(2�M�T e0) �^(2�M�T e0 + 2��) :

While, for m = 1, (i) is always satis�ed due to Theorem 3.1.10, we see that

assertion (ii) follows since f�^(2�M�T e0 + 2��)g�2ZZd can not be a zero se-

quence for e0 2 E0

0 by (3.2.3).

For m � 1 we use induction and Leibniz' rule in (3.1.11),

D�^ =
X
��

�


�

�
D�fH(M�T �)g D��f�^(M�T �)g ; (3:2:4)

with jj < m + 1. In case of statement (i) we see that the zero condition of

order m + 1 immediately veri�es the Strang-Fix conditions D�^(2��) = 0

for the following situations

jj < m and 0 6= � 2 ZZd (via Theorem 2.3.12) ;

jj = m and � = e0 +MT�; e0 2 E0

0 ; � 2 ZZd :
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Here, the �rst situation is the induction assumption. For jj = m and 0 6=
� 2 ZZd as in (3.1.8) with ` > 0, equation (3.2.4) reduces to

D�^(2�f(MT )`(e0 +MT�)g)

= H(M�T 2�(MT )`(e0 +MT�)) Df�^(M�T �)g(2�(MT )`(e0 +MT�))

= H(0)
X

j0 j=jj

c0; fD
0�^g(2�(MT )`�1(e0 +MT�))

for some constants c0;, and an apparent induction argument with respect to

` shows that the full Strang-Fix conditions of order m+1 are satis�ed, hence

S� has approximation power m + 1. In case of statement (ii), � satis�es the

Strang-Fix conditions of order m + 1, and due to the induction hypothesis,

the symbol satis�es the zero conditions of order m. Hence (3.2.4) yields, for

jj = m, e0 2 E0

0, and any � 2 ZZd,

0 = D�^(2�(e0 +MT�)) = DfH(M�T �)g(2�e0) �^(2�M�T e0 + 2��) :

Due to our assumption (3.2.3), this yields an additional order in the zero

condition for the mask symbol.

Remark 3.2.5. The zero condition on the mask symbol, (3.2.2), is actually

equivalent to

fD�Hg(2�M�T e0) = 0 for all e0 2 E0

0 and j�j < m : (3:2:6)

In the univariate case, d = 1, the re�nement equation is of the form

� =
X
�2ZZ

p� �(k � ��)

for some integer k � 2. Here, this condition simpli�es to

D�H(
2�j

k
) = 0 ; j = 1; : : : k � 1; � = 0; : : : ;m� 1:

Since H is a trigonometric polynomial, the zeros can be factored out as

H(�) =

�
1

k
�
1� e�ik�

1� e�i�

�m
G(�)

with another trigonometric polynomial G satisfying G(0) = 1.

3.2.7. Condition (Zm) and the FSI case. The above Theorem 3.2.1 is a

special case of the theorem to follow. Let us say that the matrix symbol H

satis�es condition (Zm), if there exists a row vector

v = (~�1; : : : ; ~�n)

of trigonometric polynomials such that

(a) v satis�es the spectral condition 3.1.14 on H at the origin and

(b) D�fvH(M�T �)g(2�e0) = 0 for j�j < m and e0 2 E0

0.
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Theorem 3.2.8. Let � � L2(IR
d) be compactly supported and M-re�nable

with �nitely supported re�nement mask and the corresponding mask symbol

H. Assume that �^(0) 6= 0. Then for m 2 IN we have:

(i) If H satis�es condition (Zm), then S� has approximation power m, for

f 2Wm
2 (IRd).

(ii) Conversely, if S� has approximation power m, and if the Gramian G� is

regular at � = 2�M�T e0 for any e0 2 E0, then H satis�es condition (Zm).

It should be noted that the condition on the regularity of the Gramian is

equivalent to the fact that the sequences

f�j(2�M
�T e0 + 2��)g�2ZZd ; j = 1; : : : ; n ;

are linearly independent.

Proof: We can follow the proof of Theorem 3.2.1 with the same notations

and the notions according to 3.1.14; in particular, let  ^ := v�^. Due to the

re�nement equation we have

 ^(2��) = v(0) H(2�M�T e0) �^(2�M�T e0 + 2��) (3:2:9)

for any � = e0 +MT� 2 ZZd, and the induction procedure will use Leibniz'

rule in the form

D ^ =
X
��

�


�

�
D�fvH(M�T �)g D��f�^(M�T �)g : (3:2:10)

For (i), the induction is based on Theorem 3.1.13 (case m = 1), and the

induction step of the above proof extends almost literally.

For (ii), let us consider the stronger assumption that the Gramian is

regular everywhere. Then according to Theorem 2.3.15 we can �nd v =

(~�1; : : : ; ~�n) such that  ^ = v�^ satis�es the Strang-Fix condition of order

m. In particular, the Strang-Fix conditions of order 1 already show that

 ^(0) 6= 0 and

v(0)H(0)�^(2��) = v(0)�^(2��)

for all � 2 ZZd (by putting e0 = 0 in (3.2.9)), hence v satis�es the spectral

condition on H at the origin, due to the regularity of G�(0). The induction

step is now analogous as before.

In order to see (ii) with the weaker assumptions, it should be empha-

sized that Remark 2.3.4 holds true in a neighborhood of the origin as long

as the Gramian is regular there. In this way, also the construction of the

superfunction in 2.3.13 can be performed in this neighborhood.

Remark 3.2.11. In the statement of Theorem 3.2.8, the row vector v can be

chosen such that its components are linear combinations of the exponentials

e�i��� with � 2 ZZd+ and j�j < m ;
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and moreover, such that (besides the zero condition (Zm)) the spectral con-

dition of order m,

D�fvH(M�T �)g(0) = D�fv(M�T �)g(0) (3:2:12)

is satis�ed for j�j < m.

Remark 3.2.13. Condition (Zm) can be simpli�ed in the univariate case

d = 1, and it implies a matrix factorization of the re�nement mask symbol

H. Here, equation (3.1.1) reads

� =
X
�2ZZ

P��(k � ��)

for some integer k � 2. It can be shown that there exists a trigonometric

polynomial matrix A such that

H(�) = k�mA(k�)G(�)A(�)�1 ;

where G is another trigonometric polynomial matrix. Moreover, the factor-

ization matrix A necessarily satis�es the following two conditions:

a) fD�(detA)g(0) = 0 for j�j < m.

b) If  de�ned by  ^ := v�^ is a superfunction (i.e., S has approximation

power m) then fD�(vA)g(0) = 0 for j�j < m.

Further, considering 	^(�) := (i�)mA(�)�1�^(�) we obtain

	^(�) = G(k�1�)	^(k�1�)

with G the trigonometric polynomial matrix occurring in the above factoriza-

tion of H, i.e., 	 is a compactly supported re�nable distribution vector with

re�nement mask symbol G.

3.3. The sum rules.

The zero condition on the mask symbol can be given in an equivalent form.

Here, the group structure of E := ZZd=MZZd enters the discussion. It is well-

known that the dual group is given by E^ = 2�(M�TZZd=ZZd), hence for the

Fourier matrix

FM :=
�
e�2�ie�(M

�T e0)
�
e2E;e02E0

we have
1

jdet M j
FM FHM = I ; (3:3:1)

i.e., the matrix is unitary up to the given factor. A simple corollary of this is
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Lemma 3.3.2. For a trigonometric polynomial h(�) =
P
e2E be e

�ie�� the

following are equivalent:

(i) h(2�M�T e0) = 0 for all e0 2 E0

0.

(ii) be = b0 for all e 2 E.

Proof: Condition (i) is equivalent to the fact that the vector (be)e2E is

orthogonal to all columns of the Fourier matrix except the �rst one, and this

property is equivalent to the vector being a multiple of the �rst column.

In the PSI case this can be applied to the scalar-valued mask symbol H

in the following way: Given any algebraic polynomial q and the corresponding

di�erential operator q(iD), then

fq(iD) Hg(�) =
1

jdet Mj

X
�2ZZd

p� q(�) e
�i���:

Rearranging the sum in terms of � = e +M and inserting the dual lattice

gives � � 2�M�T e0 = e � 2�M�T e0 (modulo 2�), whence

fq(iD) Hg(2�M�T e0)

=
1

jdet Mj

X
e2E

� X
2ZZd

pe+M q(e+M)
�
e�ie�2�M

�T e0 : (3:3:3)

Combining this with the above lemma and with (3.2.2) yields the following

sum rules of order m:

Theorem 3.3.4. In the PSI case, the zero condition (3.2.2) of order m on

the mask symbol H is equivalent to the fact that the mask p satis�es

X
2ZZd

pe+M q(e +M) =
X
2ZZd

pM q(M) ; e 2 E ; (3:3:5)

for any algebraic polynomial q of degree less than m.

In particular, we observe that for � satisfying �^(0) 6= 0 the sum rule of order

one, X
2ZZd

pe+M =
X
2ZZd

pM ; e 2 E ;

is su�cient for S� having approximation power 1. The converse holds true

subject to the additional condition in Theorem 3.2.1 (ii).

Turning to the FSI case, we recognize that Theorem 3.3.4 is a special

case of the following statement (when dealing with the scalar case and putting

v� = ��):
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Theorem 3.3.6. In the stable FSI case, the zero condition (Zm) on the row

vector vH(M�T �) (with v(�) =
P

�2ZZdv�e
�i��� a row vector of trigonometric

polynomials) is equivalent to the fact that the mask P satis�es the sum rules

X
�2ZZd

X
2ZZd

v�� Pe+M� q(e+M)

=
X
�2ZZd

X
2ZZd

v�� PM� q(M) ; e 2 E ;
(3:3:7)

for any algebraic polynomial q of degree less than m.

Proof: We have

v(�) H(M�T �) =
1

jdet M j

X
�2ZZd

X
�2ZZd

v� P� e
�i(M�1�+�)�� ;

hence with � = e +M, e0 2 E0 and q any algebraic polynomial as before,

q(iD)fv H(M�T �)g(2�e0)

=
1

jdet M j

X
e2E

� X
�2ZZd

X
2ZZd

v� Pe+M q(M
�1e +  + �)

�
e�ie�2�M

�T e0 :

Applying Lemma 3.3.2, the zero condition on the vector vH(M�T �), i.e.,

(Zm)(b) in 3.2.7, is now equivalent to the fact that the expression within the

outer brackets does not depend on e, for any polynomial of degree less than

m. Substituting q(M�1�) by q we arrive at the required sum rules.

In particular, the sum rules of order 1 are satis�ed if there exists a row vector

v0 2 IRd such that

v0
X
�2ZZd

Pe+M� = v0
X
�2ZZd

PM� for all e 2 E :

3.4. The subdivision operator and the transfer operator.

In this subsection we consider two linear operators which come with the re-

�nement mask P in (3.1.1). These operators have been shown to be excellent

tools for the characterization of re�nable function vectors.

For a given (complex) mask P = (P�)�2ZZd of (n � n)-matrices, the

subdivision operator SP is the linear operator on the sequence space X =�
`(ZZd)

�n
de�ned by

(SP c)� :=
X
�2ZZd

PH��M� c� ; � 2 ZZd ; (3:4:1)
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here, c = (c�)�2ZZd 2
�
`(ZZd)

�n
, i.e., c is a vector of (complex-valued) se-

quences indexed by ZZd. Restricting the subdivision operator to the case of

sequences which are square summable, i.e., kck2 :=
P

�2ZZdc
H
� c� < 1, or

c 2 (`2(ZZ
d))n for short, we have the vector-valued Fourier series

c^(�) :=
X
�2ZZd

c� e
i��� ;

and (3.4.1) leads to

(SP c)
^(�) = jdetM j H(�)H c^(MT �) (3:4:2)

with the mask symbol H in (3.1.3).

The transfer operator TP (sometimes also called transition operator) as-

sociated with the mask P is the linear operator operating on
�
`0(ZZ

d)
�n

��
`(ZZd)

�n
, the subspace of compactly supported vector-valued sequences, de-

�ned by

(TPd)� :=
X
�2ZZd

PM��� d�: (3:4:3)

The de�nition naturally extends to
�
`2(ZZ

d)
�n
, due to the compact support of

the matrix mask, and the Fourier series of the image vector sequence is given

by

(TPd)
^(�) =

X
e02E0

H(M�T (� + 2�e0)) d^(M�T (� + 2�e0)): (3:4:4)

In case of a scalar-valued mask p = (p�)�2ZZd , the linear operators simply

read as

(Sp c)� =
X
�2ZZd

p��M� c� ; c 2 `(ZZd);

(Tp d)� =
X
�2ZZd

pM��� d� ; d 2 `0(ZZ
d);

and for c; d 2 `2(ZZ
d) we observe that

(Spc)
^(�) = jdetM jH(�) c^(MT �) and

(Tpd)
^(�) =

X
e02E0

H(M�T (� + 2�e0)) d^(M�T (� + 2�e0)):

It is this version of the transfer operator d^ 7! (Tpd)
^ in the Fourier transform

domain and operating on
�
L2(C)

�n
which frequently appears in the literature.

There is a close connection between the two operators. When operating

on
�
`2(ZZ

d)
�n

considered as a Hilbert space with scalar product

< c j d >:=
X
�2ZZd

cH� d�; (3:4:5)
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it is easy to see that the adjoint operator S�P de�ned by < SPc j d >=

< c j S�Pd > is given by

S�P d =
�
TP (d~)

�
~ (3:4:6)

with d~� := d�� denoting the reection of a sequence. From this it is clear

that, considered as operators on X =
�
`2(ZZ

d)
�n
, the spectra �X(SP ) and

�X(TP ) are connected to each other through complex conjugation, i.e.,

�X (TP ) = �X(SP ) :

The situation is a little more involved if we look at eigenvalues of the

operators. Here it is opportune to consider (3.4.5) as a sesquilinear form on

the dual pairing

X �X 0 :=
�
`(ZZd)

�n
�
�
`0(ZZ

d)
�n

(3:4:7)

(the canonical bilinear form being (3.4.5) with the superscript `H' replaced by

`T '). Then formally, (3.4.6) extends to hold true, and the following theorem

can be shown along the lines of Theorem 5.1 in [48].

Theorem 3.4.8. Considered as an operator on
�
`0(ZZ

d)
�n
, TP has only

�nitely many nonzero eigenvalues. In particular, � is an eigenvalue of TP
if and only if � is an eigenvalue of SP , the latter being considered as an

operator on
�
`(ZZd)

�n
.

It is possible to give a characterization of approximation power of S(�) in

terms of properties of invariance of the subdivision and the transfer operator.

A linear subspace Y �
�
`0(ZZ

d)
�n

is called TP -invariant, if

d 2 Y =) TPd 2 Y ;

and SP -invariant subspaces Z �
�
`(ZZd)

�n
are de�ned analogously.

3.4.9. The PSI case. For given m 2 IN, we put

Vm := fd 2 `0(ZZ
d) ; D�d^(0) = 0 for all � 2 ZZd+ with j�j < mg: (3:4:10)

Since d^ is a trigonometric polynomial, the derivatives at the origin are well

de�ned. These zero conditions at the origin are moment conditions for the

sequence d, indeed; since d^(�) =
P

�2ZZdd�e
i���, we have

(�iD)�d^(0) = 0 ()
X
�2ZZd

d� �
� = 0 ;

whence

Lemma 3.4.11. The following are equivalent, for m 2 IN and d 2 `0(ZZ
d):

(i) d 2 Vm .
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(ii)
X
�2ZZd

d� q(�) = 0 for any algebraic polynomial q of degree less than m.

We are now ready to present the announced invariance properties which

imply an approximation order result, in view of Theorem 3.2.1. Here, (with

a slight misuse of notation) we identify the polynomial space Pm�1 ( i.e.,

polynomials of degree less than m) with the sequence space of polynomial

sequences of order m,

f(q(�))�2ZZd ; q 2 Pm�1g � `(ZZd):

Theorem 3.4.12. Let p 2 l0(ZZ
d) be a �nitely supported mask with corre-

sponding mask symbol H. Then the following assertions are equivalent for

m 2 IN:

(i) Vm � `0(ZZ
d) is invariant under the transfer operator Tp.

(ii) Pm�1 is invariant under the subdivision operator Sp.

(iii) H satis�es the zero condition (3.2.2) of order m.

(iv) p satis�es the sum rules (3.3.5) of order m.

Here, the equivalence of (i) and (iii) is obvious from the Fourier transform

expression of the transfer operator,

(Tpd)
^(�) =

X
e02E0

H(M�T (� + 2�e0)) d^(M�T (� + 2�e0)) ;

and the equivalence of (iii) and (iv) was established in Theorem 3.3.4. The

implications (i)) (ii)) (iv) can be taken from [48, Theorem 5.2].

3.4.13. The FSI case. Theorem 3.4.12 is a special case of the statements

to follow. For a given row vector

v(�) =
X
�2ZZd

v�e
�i��� (3:4:14)

of trigonometric polynomials we extend the notion in (3.4.10) to

Vm(v) := fd 2
�
`0(ZZ

d)
�n
; D�fvd^g(0) = 0 for all � 2 ZZd+ with j�j < mg:

(3:4:15)

As before in the PSI case, the zero conditions for v d^ at the origin are moment

conditions for the `convolved' series v � d~2 `0(ZZ
d) given by

(v � d~)� :=
X
�2ZZd

v��� d~� =
X
�2ZZd

v�+� d� ; � 2 ZZd;

note that d^(�) =
P
�2ZZdd�e

+i��� is a column vector of trigonometric poly-

nomials. Therefore, Lemma 3.4.11 gives
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Lemma 3.4.16. Given the row vector v in (3.4.14), the following are equiv-

alent, for m 2 IN and d 2
�
`0(ZZ

d)
�n
:

(i) d 2 Vm(v).

(ii) v � d~2 Vm .

(iii)
X
2ZZd

� X
�2ZZd

v+� d�

�
q() = 0 for any algebraic polynomial q of degree

less than m.

Theorem 3.4.17. Let P be a �nitely supported (n � n)-matrix mask with

mask symbol H, and let v be a row vector (3.4.14) of trigonometric polyno-

mials such that the spectral conditions (3.2.12) of order m 2 IN are satis�ed.

Then the following assertions are equivalent:

(i) Vm(v) is invariant under the transfer operator TP .

(ii) H satis�es the condition (Zm) with v, given in 3.2.7.

Proof: For d 2 Vm(v) we have, using (3.2.12),

X
���

�
�

�

�
D�fv H(M�T �)g(0) D���fd^(M�T �)g(0)

=
X
���

�
�

�

�
D�fv(M�T �)g(0)D���fd^(M�T �)g(0)

= D�f(v d^)(M�T �)g(0) = 0 ; j�j < m :

On the other hand, by (3.4.4), for any d 2
�
`0(ZZ

d)
�n
,

D�fv (TPd)
^g(0) =

X
e02E0

X
���

�
�

�

�
D�fvH(M�T (�+ 2�e0))g(0) D���fd^(M�T (�+ 2�e0))g(0):

Therefore, since TPd is �nitely supported whenever d is, statement (i) is

equivalent to the fact that

X
e02E0

0

X
���

�
�

�

�
D�fvH(M�T (�+ 2�e0))g(0) D���fd^(M�T (�+ 2�e0))g(0)

= 0 for any d 2 Vm(v) and j�j < m :

It is not too hard to see that this is equivalent to condition (Zm).

As a corollary of this theorem we have
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Theorem 3.4.18. In the stable FSI case, any of the statements in Theo-

rem 3.4.17 can be replaced by the sum rules of Theorem 3.3.6. Here, the

adequate form of the spectral conditions (3.2.12) is

jdetM j
X
�2ZZd

X
2ZZd

v�� PM� q(M) =
X
�2ZZd

v� q(�) (3:4:19)

for any polynomial of degree less than m, with v(�) =
P

�2ZZdv�e
�i���.

In order to relate the conditions in Theorem 3.4.17 to an invariance prop-

erty of the subdivision operator we let

�(ZZd) � `(ZZd)

denote the space of all sequences which increase at most polynomially at

in�nity. In addition, we put

Wm(v) := fc 2
�
�(ZZd)

�n
; < c j d >= 0 for all d 2 Vm(v)g: (3:4:20)

Theorem 3.4.21. In the stable FSI case, any of the statements in Theo-

rem 3.4.17 can be replaced by any of the following conditions:

(i) Wm(v) is invariant under the subdivision operator SP .

(ii) P satis�es the sum rules (3.3.7) with v.

Proof: (ii) =) (i): Using Theorem 3.3.6 and Theorem 3.4.17, we see that

(ii) implies the invariance property of TP . Therefore, Vm(v) is also invariant

under the operator S�P , by (3.4.6). Also, due to the �nite support of the mask

P we have

c 2
�
�(ZZd)

�n
=) SPc 2

�
�(ZZd)

�n
:

Therefore, given c 2Wm(v) we �nd

< SPc j d > = < c j S�Pd > = 0 ;

for any d 2 Vm(v), whence SP c 2Wm(v).

(ii) (= (i): As we have seen in Lemma 3.4.16, d 2 Vm(v) if and only if

X
�2ZZd

X
�2ZZd

v� q(� � �)d� = 0

for all algebraic polynomials q of degree less than m. Putting here

q(� � �) =
X
j�j<m

r�(�)(��)
� with r� :=

1

�!
D�q
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the spectral conditions (3.4.19) yield

0 =
X
j�j<m

X
�2ZZd

0
@X
�2ZZd

v� r�(�)

1
A (��)� d�

= jdetM j
X
j�j<m

0
@X
�2ZZd

X
2ZZd

v�� PM� r�(M)

1
A X

�2ZZd

(��)� d�:

(3:4:22)

Now, let q be any algebraic polynomial of degree less than m. Then the

vector sequence c = c(q) given by

c� :=
X
�2ZZd

vH�+� q(M�) ; � 2 ZZd;

is an element of
�
�(ZZd)

�n
(since (v�)�2ZZd is compactly supported), and

hence is contained in Wm(v), since for all d 2 Vm(v), using Lemma 3.4.16

again,

< c jd > =
X
�2ZZd

0
@X
�2ZZd

vH�+� q(M�)

1
A
H

d�

=
X
�2ZZd

q(M�)
X
�2ZZd

v�+� d� = 0 :

>From our assumption (i) we conclude that SP c 2 Wm(v) as well, i.e., for

any d 2 Vm(v):

0 =< SP c j d >=
X
�2ZZd

(SP c)
H
� d�

=
X
�2ZZd

0
@X
�2ZZd

PH��M� c�

1
A
H

d�

=
X
�2ZZd

0
@X
�2ZZd

PH��M�

0
@X
2ZZd

vH�+ q(M)

1
A
1
A
H

d�

=
X
�2ZZd

0
@X
�2ZZd

X
2ZZd

v�+ P��M� q(M)

1
A d�:

Equivalently, putting

q(M) = q(M + �� �) =
X
j�j<m

1

�!
(D�q)(M + �) (��)�
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we have

0 =
X
j�j<m

X
�2ZZd

0
@X
�2ZZd

X
2ZZd

v�� P�+M� (D
�q)(� +M)

1
A (��)� d�

for all d 2 Vm(v). Comparing this with (3.4.22) shows that the expression

within the brackets must be independent of �, for any polynomial q of degree

less than m. Whence the sum rules (3.3.7) of orderm hold true, as we wanted

to show.

3.5. Notes and extensions.

3.5.1. A stable, compactly supportedM-re�nable function or function vector

generates a multiresolution analysis for L2(IR
d), hence allows for a (now)

standard construction of a wavelet basis.

The dilation matrix M in the matrix re�nement equation (3.1.1) is often

chosen asM = 2I, with I the d�d unit matrix. For this special case, re�nable

functions can be gained from tensor products of re�nable univariate functions

'i, say, as

�(t) =

dY
i=1

'i(ti) ; t = (t1; : : : ; td)
T 2 IRd ;

and all results on univariate re�nable functions can be simply transferred

to the multivariate situation. The corresponding wavelet basis then requires

2d � 1 di�erent generating wavelets.

In general, dilation matricesM with smallest possible determinant are of

special interest, since here the construction of a corresponding wavelet basis

refers to jdetM j�1 wavelets (or multiwavelets). IfM is not a diagonal matrix,

these wavelets are called non-separable, see [23]. An important instant of this

is the bivariate construction based on

M =

�
1 1

1 �1

�
or M =

�
1 �1

1 1

�
:

For example, the so-called Zwart-Powell element is re�nable with respect to

the �rst matrix; see [10, Chapter VII] for more information on approximation

power and subdivision of so-called box splines.

3.5.2. Considering the re�nement equation (3.1.2) in the Fourier transform

domain, it follows that

(i) �^(0) is either a right eigenvector of H(0) to the eigenvalue 1 or

(ii) �^(0) is the zero vector.

The latter case is not really of interest since then � can be considered as

a derivative of an M-re�nable function vector ~� with ~�^ 6= 0. Thus, the

assertion that H(0) has an eigenvalue 1 is the fundamental condition, and the
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spectral condition on H(0) in Section 3.1.14 just ensures that v(0) and �(0)

are non-orthogonal left and right eigenvectors of H(0) to this eigenvalue. The

condition of these eigenvectors being non-orthogonal is clearly vacuous if 1 is

a simple eigenvalue.

Moreover, if � � L2(IR
d) generates a stable,M-re�nable FSI-space, then

the spectral radius of H(0) necessarily equals 1, with 1 being a simple eigen-

value and the only eigenvalue of absolute value 1, see e.g. [26].

3.5.3. For a given re�nement mask the re�nement equation (3.1.1) can be

interpreted as a functional equation for �. In the Fourier transform domain,

the solution vector can be formally written as

�^(�) = lim
L!1

LY
j=1

H((M�T )j �) r;

where r is a right eigenvector of H(0) to the eigenvalue 1. In particular, it

follows that �^(0) = r.

The convergence of the in�nite product (in the sense of uniform conver-

gence on compact sets) is ensured if the spectral radius of H(0) is 1, and if

there are no further eigenvalues of H(0) on the unit circle. In this case a

non-degenerate eigenvalue 1 de�nes a solution vector �^. If the eigenvalue 1

is simple (see Remark 3.5.2.), then this solution vector � is unique.

3.5.4. This Section 3 often refers to work of Jia on approximation properties

of multivariate wavelets. In his paper [48] the PSI-case was completely settled,

for general dilation matrices; see also the following remarks. The proof of

Theorem 3.1.10 is a trivial extension of the proof of [54, Theorem 2.4].

3.5.5. In the univariate FSI case, d = 1, the zero condition (Zm) and their

consequences for the approximation power of S� have been considered by [36]

and [76, 77] in the Fourier transformed domain, while [70] has given conditions

in time domain.

In particular, in [77] it is shown that approximation power induces a ma-

trix factorization of the symbolH; see Remark 3.2.12. Later on Micchelli and

Sauer [74] observed an analogous factorization property for the representing

matrix of the subdivision operator. Unfortunately, for d > 1 the zero condi-

tions on the mask symbols (3.2.2) and (3.2.6) do not lead to a factorization

of the symbols a priori.

The multivariate FSI case with arbitrary dilation matrices is e.g. treated

in [15]; the observed conditions relate to the sum rules of Theorem 3.3.6.

3.5.6. The generalized discrete Fourier transformmatrix FM and its property

in (3.3.1) of being unitary are well-known, see e.g. [21]. These properties have

been used by Jia [48] again to derive the sum rules as in Theorem 3.3.4.

3.5.7. While the notion of subdivision operator SP (for general dilation

matrices) has been coined by Cavaretta, Dahmen and Micchelli [16], the set-

up for the transfer or transition operator is often changed in the literature. We
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prefer here to say that TP is (essentially, i.e., modulo reection) the adjoint

of SP . In this way, Theorem 3.4.12 dealing with the PSI case is identical with

[48, Theorem 5.2]. As far as the FSI case is considered, however, our results

are new.

It should be noted that for the PSI case and M = 2I, the invariance of

Pm�1 under the subdivision operator Sp is equivalent to the property that

polynomials of order less than m can be reproduced from multi-integer trans-

lates of �. A result along these lines is already contained in [16].

3.5.8. The symmetrized form of the transfer operator (in the Fourier trans-

form domain) is given by ~TP
^ operating on (n�n)-matricesC of trigonometric

polynomials as follows,

( ~TP
^C)(�) :=X

e02E0

H(M�T (� + 2�e0))C(M�T (� + 2�e0))H(M�T (� + 2�e0))H :

For M = 2I, Shen [94, Theorem 3.8] has shown that the stability of S� is

equivalent to the following condition: The operator ~T^ has spectral radius

1, with 1 being a simple eigenvalue and all other eigenvalues lying strictly

inside the unit circle; moreover, the eigenmatrix of ~TP
^ corresponding to the

eigenvalue 1 is nonsingular on the d-dimensional torus. We conjecture that

this equivalence is also true for arbitrary dilation matrices.

3.5.9. Considering the dilation matrixM = 2I, the connection between prop-

erties of the subdivision operator SP and approximation power m provided

by the FSI-space S� can be simply given as follows: The stable FSI space S�
has approximation power m, for f 2 Wm

2 (IRd), if and only if there exists a

nontrivial vector q of polynomial sequences q1; : : : ; qn 2 Pm�1 such that

SPq = 2�(m�1) q:

In particular, SP necessarily has the eigenvalues 2�k for k = 0; : : : ;m� 1.

This result can even be generalized to distribution vectors � which do

not satisfy any conditions of linear independence ([55, Theorem 3.1]).
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